+" inf M = Mip,f) sup for lim x-p I ft)/tdl. X-»+ CO J i m = mip,f) inf If Piz) is an entire function of order p, it is known that (1) M, m are its type and co-type, in case/ happens to be the rank (or position) function of the maximum term of the Maclaurin series of P (see Chapter II of [l] and Chapter II of [2]) and that (2) M and m are the logarithmic type and co-type of P, if fix) is the number of zeroes z of Piz) such that \z\ ^x (see Jensen's Theorem, Chapter III of [2])-Also let (pit) and xfrit) stand for the extended real valued strictly decreasing and continuous functions over the closed (0, 1), defined by the equations (see Lemmas I and II of [3])
The genesis of this paper lies in an attempt to obtain a complete class of independent relations between the four constants L, M, m, I of an /. The lemma proved in this paper (useful in a number of other contexts not considered here) enables one to find all classes of independent relations in the case of several relations between nonnegative reals, expressed by (1), (2) and (3), brings out the relation between <p and \p, and leads to Theorems I and II. I prove a more precise form of (2) In case A= + » so is M by (2) , and hence (i).
In case w = 0 by (2), (i) is trivial. We distinguish the cases 0</, t< + oo; t= + oo, L= + °°; and T= + oo, L< + oo; 1 = 0.
In the first case by the above results and (1), 0<J^pr< + °° and IÛL< + oo , and hence by Theorem II' and (A) of the Lemma follows the result. In the other cases the result easily follows from Theorem II' and the above mentioned facts.
